
CR-Z1 

Kawasaki  Cafe Racer special. 

I HAVE BEEN MEANING TO BUILD A CAFE RACER FOR SOME YEARS NOW. 

SO THIS WILL BE A Z WITH A FEW SPECIAL PARTS FITTED. 

I am just going to start with a  frame and see where i end up..... 

I have a few ideas up my sleeve and Tony at Pitstop Motorcycles has done a few cafe racers and board trackers so 

i am going to give him the frame and see what happens. 

                 



  

************************************************************************************************* 

FRIDAY 5th AUGUST 

I stripped a bottom end of a 1974 Z1-A engine today, it had been lying around the workshop for a while, i think 

we used the top end on another project many years ago. 

A couple of the 6mm threads were damaged so i give it to Tony at Pitstop to sort out. Once i get them back i can 
get them over to ELITE powder coating in Liverpool to get them to clean them up and paint them. 

The internals seem good but i will change the gearbox and clutch bearings in any case. 

I also have a top end from a Z1000, its has a Wiseco 1075 piston kit with it which i can use. 



 

  

*****************************************************************************************************

************************* 

Friday 3rd October 

Well the cafe racer seat unit arrived from VON ZETI  (vonzeti@gmail.com) so i have taken that along with the frame to Tony at 

Pitstop motorcycles so he can chop up the rear of the frame to make it fit.. 

Elite in Liverpool have promised the engine cases for next week so i can get on with building the motor. 

I have started to assemble a front end for the bike from parts i already have in stock. Going to be a STD Z1 front end with a 

few additions.... 

mailto:vonzeti@gmail.com


  

*****************************************************************************************************

* 

Friday 10th October 

I started to look at the yokes today, because of the clip on handlebars i need to look at the lock stop to make sure the bars 

dont foul the tank on full lock. 

Tony at Pistop is going to modify the Bottom yoke to make sure this does not happen...... 



 

*****************************************************************************************************

***** 

Friday 7th Novemeber 

I got the engine cases back from Elite and i also got the cylinder head back from Steve Smethust. He has polished and cleaned 

it for me. Excellent job as usual. 

I took the Head over to Engine-tecknics to get the guides checked and valve seats done. They are also going to hone the 

cylinders for me. 

I assembled the bottom end of the motor using various new seals, gaskets, fasterners and gearbox bearings. 

I have sent the outer engine covers off for powder coating in satin black. 

The colour of the cases may come as a bit of a shock.................. 



 

  

*****************************************************************************************************

**** 

Thursday 13th November 

I assembled the clutch today, using new plates and springs and fitted a few of the other external engine parts like the oil 

pressure housing and PCV cover. 

I got the outer engine covers back from powder coating and i fitted these to the cases using new gaskets, seals and fasterners. 

They look good in satin black although i used a few chrome covers to brighten it all up. 

I am not fitting a kickstart so i blanked off the hole with a PMC alloy cover. I also fitted a oil temperture gauge. 

  



  

*****************************************************************************************************

********* 

Monday 1st December 2014 

Tony at Pitstop motorcycles is still working on the frame so until he finishes it i am assembling the rest of the 

parts: 

I built up a set of forks using new inner tubes and seals and progressive fork springs and then fitted a set of 

adjustable fork tops to them. This anables us to adjust the pre-load on the fork springs. 

I have painted the bottom fork legs satin black and fitted a set of genuine Kawasaki fork gaiters in lime green 

that i found lying around the shop... 

I have already had the yokes powder coated satin black, so i fitted the fork legs into them, using a set of stainless 

fasterners. I fitted the clip on handlebars as well. These will all have to come apart again before i fit them to the 

frame of course.... 

   

   



I then started to assemble the rear wheel. I had already had the hub painted satin black. 

 I then sent the rear hub off to Hagon`s to have it rebuilt with a wide 17 inch rim. I had them anodize the rim and 
the spokes in satin black and rebuild it with gold nipples. It looks amazing...... 

I then had SMD tyres fit a Bridgestone Battlax BT023 150 x 17 tyre to it. Then i fitted a new Floating rear disc 

from EBC along with new bolts and tab washers. 

 

  

I have a PMC brake adapter plate that will allow me to fit a AP rear caliper to it, so i fitted this to make sure the 

supplied spacers were the correct ones. All seems ok, so i can move onto the front wheel now. 



  

*****************************************************************************************************

********** 

Tuesday 2nd December 2014 

I called down to see Tony at Pitstop motorcycles today, he was working on my frame: 

He was cutting lots of brackets off and welding in a metal loop at the rear so we can fit the cafe racer seat unit. 



  



  



*****************************************************************************************************

************ 

Tuesday 9th December 2014 

Tony has more or less finished the frame work now, seat unit all fitted, Now i can get the paintwork off to Dream Machine. 

We have fitted a modern rear fender assembly from a ZX6R ninja, although we are going to use a LED tailight later on. 

 



 



 

*****************************************************************************************************
************* 

Thursday 26th Feb 2015 

Been a while, but i am back on doing a bit on this bike, Tony at pitstop has finished the frame, he has welded on a few more 
brackets that i will need to mount some of the parts we will be fitting and he modified the battery box from a Z900 to fit the 

frame. I have now sent the frame off to VANDEN for powder coating. 

Dream Machine are well on with the paintwork, so that should be back soon. 

I had the cylinders honed at ENGINETECKNICS and fitted new wiseco rings to the pistons and then put the cylinders onto the 
crankcases. 

I fitted new valves/springs/seals to the cylinder head and set the valve clearances. 

I will fit the head once the bottom end is in the frame, much easier that way. 



 

  

*****************************************************************************************************

************ 

Monday 27th July 2015 

Well, its been really busy here at Z-power but i have had a "blitz" weekend working on the bike. 

Dream Machine had returned the paintwork, weeks ago.... The powder coating had been done on the frame and various parts 

had come in from our suppliers in Japan so i set about getting the bike together.... 

I fitted new head bearings to the frame headstock and put the already assembled front end onto it... Then i put the bottom 

end of the motor into the frame using a set of billet PMC engine mounts. 

I also fitted a set of Crash bungs. Then i fitted the LED taillight and the rear fender/number plate bracket. I chopped up a used 

inner rear fender to use as a splash gaurd for the battery box. The battery box is a STD one that has been modified so we can 

fit the battery from the side. Then i fitted the new Braced alloy swing arm along with the YSS piggy back shocks. To gain more 

clearance between the rear trye and fender i used a set of shock extenders. The swing arm does not come with any chaingaurd 

fittings so i made some and used an aftermarket  2010 Z1000 guard. 

I also fitted a new set of ignition coils to the frame. 



 



 

 

 



 

 



 



 

 

Then i fitted the side stand and the rear wheel. Then the rear brake caliper which i have painted red. 

Then the rear drive chain. Then the right side rear set assembly and brake line. 

I had already assembled a new sets of STD clocks using an electronic tacho so i fitted these to the top yoke along with the clip 

on bars, indicators, headlamp shell and a small flyscreen. 

I have used a short chrome front fender and a pair of STD Z1 brake calipers. I had bought some gold anodised controls and 

some bar end mirrors to add to the "cafe" racer look, although i have used STD switches. 



 



 

 

 



 

 



 



 

 

 



 

 



 



 

 

Because of the wider rear wheel i have had to offset the sprockets by 5mm and used a longer chain. 



 

 

Then i fitted the two side panels and the rest of the body work, these will have to come off again later to do the electrics of 
course... 



 



 

 

The side panels are finished in a mettalic Black colour while the tank and tailpiece are in a Z900A4 design but 
finished in a highly mettalic silver with green/gold stripes and our own designed tank badge... it looks amazing 

when the light shines on it. 



 

 



 

 



 

*****************************************************************************************************

*** 

Wednesday 29th July 2015 

Done a bit more on the bike today. 

I finished off the top end of the engine, fitting the head along with new cam chain and tensioners and gaskets of 

course. Then i fitted the  chrome 4-2 cross over exhaust and a new set of Keihin 29mm smoothbore carbs. 

Then i fitted the torque arm fittings onto the frame for the rear brake and a new chrome petrol cap to the tank. 

Just got the fitting of the cams and electrics to do now. 



 



 

 

 



 

 



 



 

 

*****************************************************************************************************
************************* 

Thursday 20th August 

Well, i finished off the top end of the motor and then set about the electrics, using all new parts, i fitted the 
ignition coils leads and plugs, new main and centre loom, alternator, regulater/rectifier, fuse box, horn, starter 

solonoid, battery and a new Dyna-S ignition system. I wired in the LED tailight and the electronic tacho and then 

fitted a H4 quartz halogen headlamp. Everything worked first time which is always a bonus, nothing like using all 

new parts to gaurentee it all works..... 



 

  



 

  

I then fitted the left side rear set and gear change pedal and then i bled the brakes. I am not going to get it 

running yet, i will leave that to nearer the Stafford Classic bike show in october..... 

So more or less Finished now.......... 



 



FINISHED.. 

  

 


